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A Three-way Correspondence Between Partitions
WILLIAM H. BURGE
In a recent paper a 1-1 correspondence was established between partitions of a positive integer
n of the form (PIP2P3 •.• Pn)where Pj - Pj+k-l ~ 2 and at most i -1 of the Pjequal 1, and partitions
of n whose hook differences d, alllie in the range -(i - 2)";;; d, ,,;;; 2k - i -1. The correspondence
uses on a sequence of operations for constructing partitions as an intermediate state, and the
size of the partition produced is the greater index of the corresponding sequence. In this paper
the correspondence is extended to a three-way correspondence by showing how the greater index
of a sequence may be decomposed and reassembled to form a Durfee dissection partition. These
correspondences, together with other rearrangements, are then used to interpret some of Slater's
identities as generating functions for sets of partitions.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Bk.i(n) denote the set of partitions of n of the form (Ph P2,P3 .•• Pn) where
Pi- Pi+k-l;a.: 2 and at most i-I of the Pi are equal to one, and let Ak.i(n) denote the set
of partitions of n into parts 'jED, ±1 (mod 2k +1). Gordon [18] and Andrews [5] have
that the sets A k. i (n) and B k.i (n) are equinumerous for all n.
If a partition is expressed using Frobenius' notation as
a,)
b,
where al>a2>" ·>a,;a.:O, b1>b2>·· ·>b,;a.:O, and al+a2+" ·+a,+b1+b2+···+
b, + r = n, then the pairs (aj> bi ) will be called the "hooks" of the partition, and its "hook
differences" are defined to be di = ai - bi, 1~ j ~ r.
Let Ck•i (n) denote the set of partitions of n whose hook differences lie in the range
-(i - 2)~ di ~ 2k - i -1. Andrews [2, 3,6] has shown that the sets Ak.i(n) and Ck.i(n) are
equinumerous for all n,
Let D k•i (n) be the set of representations of the integer n in the form Ni+N~+ +
N~-l +N, +N i +1 +... +N k - h plus k -1 partitions having at most nl parts, n2 parts, ,
nk-l parts. The cardinality of Dk.i(n) is the coefficient of qn in the generating function
L
n1.n2•...•nk_1~O (q )n1(q )n2 ... (q )nk-1
where (a)n = (a, q)n = (l-a)(I-aq)(I-aq2) • . . (l_ aqn-l). Andrews [4] has shown the
sets Bk.i(n) and Dk.i(n) to be equinumerous.
It follows that Bk.i(n), Ck.i(n) and Dk.i(n) are equinumerous. The sets of partitions for
all n will be denoted by B k•i, Ck•i and D k•i• In a recent paper [15] a 1-1 correspondence
between Bk.i(n) and Ck.i(n) was established which uses a sequence of operations for
constructing partitions as an intermediate stage. The sequence is given one interpretation
for constructing a Ck•i (n) partition, and a second interpretation for constructing the
corresponding Bk.i(n) partition. Let us call this set of sequences Sk.i(n). The size of a
partition produced by a sequence is its greater index. The purpose of this paper is to
demonstrate how a D k.i configuration may be obtained from an Sk.i sequence, and vice
versa, thus providing a three-way correspondence between Bk.i(n), Ck.i(n) and Dk.i(n).
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The same correspondence is applied to sets of partitions whose hook differences lie
in the range -(i - 2)~ d j ~ 2k - i - 2, which will be called C le.;(n). The correspondence
leads to a subset of Bk,i(n) which will be called BIe.;(n). This set has been shown by
Bressoud [10] to be equinumerous with AIe.;(n), defined to be the set of all partitions of
n whose parts are ;EO,±i(mod 2k), when 0<[ <k.
Let DIe.;(n) be the set of representations of the integer n in the form N~+N~···+
N'fc-1 +N; +N;+1 +... +N k- lo plus k -1 partitions having at most n1 parts, n2 parts,
... nk-1 even parts. The cardinality of Dk,;(n) is the coefficient of q" in the generating
function
Bressoud [10,11, 12]hasshownAL(n),BL(n), Ck.;(n), andDL(n)to be equinumerous.
The greater index of the corresponding sequences Sle.; is rearranged in a similar way to
provide a three way correspondence between the sets B k,;, C Ie,;, and Die.;.
Some alternative methods of constructingD k ,; and D Ie.; and other related configurations
are examined, and some of Slater's identities are given a combinatorial interpretation.
In particular Andrew's generalization of the Gordon-Gollnitz identities [1] is given a
new interpretation.
2. OPERATIONS FOR Bk,i AND Ck.i PARTITIONS
The definitions of the operations a, (3 "and 'Y that construct Bk.; and Ck,; partitions will
be reproduced here. For Ck ,; partitions the operation a transforms a partition by
duplicating its main diagonal of its Ferrers graph to the right, i.e. changes
( a1 a2 ... ar) to (a1+1 a2+
1
... ar+1).
b1 b2 ••• b, b, b2 • • • b,
A partition in which a, > 0 will be called an a-partition, and if a, =0 it will be called a
(3-partition. The operation (3 transforms a (3-partition by duplicating its main diagonal
below it changing
... 0)
... br + 1
ar
and transforms an a-partition by also introducing a new hook. If a, > 0 then (3 transforms
00)
... br + 1
The third operation, 'Y changes a partition to its conjugate, i.e.
( a1 a2 ... ar) to (b 1 b2 ... br ) .b1 b2 •.. br a1 a2 ..• ar
The operation 'Y transforms a Ck.; partitions to a Ck ,2k + 1- i partition.
The operations a, (3 and 'Y may be re-interpreted to construct B k.; partitions as follows.
Suppose a partition is expressed in terms of a sequence {Ii} in which Ii is the number of
occurrences of the part j in the partition. The sequence is arranged in order of increasing
[. The conditions PI - Pj+k-1 ~ 2 and at most i -1 ones, can be re-expressed as Ii +1i+1 < k,
It < i. A Bk,i partition may be divided into pairs of adjacent multiplicities (Ii, 1i+1) in two
ways,
(i) by starting at the smallest part and pairing adjacent (Ii, 1i+1) in which Ii > 0, and
(ii) by starting at the largest part pairing (f/o fl+1) in which fl+1 > O.
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The operation a will be re-interpreted for Blt,i partitions as an operation that adds
one to each pair by changing (h, h+l) to (h-lo h+l + 1). It is applied to partitions divided
into pairs starting at the smallest part, in which h > 0, and clearly preserves the condition
h+h+l < k. If 11> 0 it reduces the number of ones by 1. The operation a therefore
changes a Blt,i partition into a BIt,i-l partition. For Blt,i partitions, the operation {3 will
be defined as (i) add one zero part, followed by (ii) apply a. The transpose operation y
is ignored when constructing a Blt,i partition.
The algorithm for creating a sequence of a, {3 and y operations from a Bit,; or Clt,i
partition is to test whether it is an a-partition or a {3-partition. If it is an a-partition and
if i < k then append a, and if i = k append a, y, to the sequence produced by applying
a -1 to the partition. If it is a {3-partition then {3 is appended to the result of applying
{3-1 to the partition.
3. THE SYNTAX OF THE SEQUENCES Slt,i
The language Sk,i may be described by the following productions:
Slt,l =aSIt,2 and for 2 o;;;i o;;;k-1
SIt.i = aSIt,i+l+ (3SIt,i-l and SIt,It = a (ySk,k) +{3SIt,It-l'
The sequences may be denoted by regular expressions as follows
Sk,2 = aSIt,3 +{3SIt,1= aSIt,3 +{3aSIt,2 = ({3a )*aSk,3
SIt,3 = aSk,4+{3SIt,2 =aSIt,4+{3({3a)*aSIt,3 = ({3({3a)*a)*aSIt,4'
In general for 10;;; i 0;;;k, Slt,i = AraSIt,i+l where A l = lfJ, A 2= {3a, and Ai = {3Ar-la.
The sequences Ai are prime lattice permutations, and correspond to planted plane trees
whose height is less than i (see e.g. [14]). The final production takes the form
SIt,It = AtaySlt,1t = (Atay)*.
By substituting back, the sequences can be described by the regular expression
SIt,i-=AraAr+l ... At-la(Atay)*.
4. THE CORRESPONDENCE
The operations for constructing a Blt,i partition and a Clt,i partition from an Slt,i sequence
have the property that each {3a contact produces a new pair or hook, and each subsequent
application of a or {3 increases the size of the partition by the number of its pairs or
hooks. It follows that if the y's are removed from the sequence then the size of the
partition is the greater index of the sequence formed from the remaining a's and {3's.
The greater index of a sequence can be described as the sum over all symbols of the
number of {3a contacts that follows each symbol. In general the greater index of a
sequence SlS2 ••• s; is ~{ilsi >Si+l}.
Each a, {3 and {3a contact will now be assigned an integer that depends on its depth
of nesting within the tree structure. The contribution to the greater index from each
symbol will be divided into parts based on its depth number and the types of the contact
that follow it. These parts will then be re-assembled to form a Dlt,i configuration.
The integer that is assigned to an a or {3 within the Ai sequences, or trees, is the
height of the tree below it. In other words each leaf of the tree is labeled within 1 and
each internal node is labeled with 1+the largest label of its immediate subtrees. Both
the a and the {3 that are associated with a node labeled with the integer n will be assigned
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FIGURE 1
the integer n. The sequence (3{3{3a{3aa{3a{3{3{3a{3aa{3aaa corresponds to the tree in Figure
l(a). "The tree is labeled as in Figure l(b), and the subscripts on the symbols in the
sequence below are the integers that are assigned to them:
{34{32{31al{31ala2{31al{33{32{31al{31ala2{31ala3a4'
The a occurring explicitly in Sk,i =A,aSk.i+l will be labeled with i.
The {3a contacts, or leaves of the trees, will be classified by relabeling the tree. Starting
with the tree in which each node is labeled with the height of the tree below, certain
labels will be demoted to the leaves. The labels attached to the leaves in the resulting
tree will be the types of the contacts. A tree of height r must have at least one subtree
of height r - 1. Relabel the leftmost of these with the label at the root, and repeat the
process with the relabeled subtrees. The labels at the leaves of the resulting tree will be
called the type of the corresponding contact. An example of this relabeling is given in
Figure 2. The {3a contacts in the sequence above are thereby assigned the types 2, 1,
1,4, 1, 1.
~
1/ "I ,7\,\1
1 1
~~
1/ '\1 .7\."1 2/ "I ,~,'\I
1 1 1 1
FIGURE 2
~
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This labeling has the following properties:
(i) each {3iai pair encloses exactly one contact of type ~i;
(ii) between an a, and the next {3i there are no contacts of type ;:;;'i;
(iii) Each contact of type i may be associated with the symbols ({3jo aj) for 1,,;;;; j ,,;;;; i
which correspond to all the nodes labeled with i in the path above the leaf
corresponding to the contact in the transformed tree.
If an Sk,i sequence contains n, contacts of type i, then within the trees it contains
N, = ni + ni+1 + ... + nk-l pairs of symbols {3,ai because each pair is associated with one
of the contacts ;:;;'i. The contribution to the greater index from the {3i'S and a;'s that lie
within trees with respect to contacts of type ;:;;.i is 0+ 1+ 1+2+2+' .. +Ni- 1+Ni =Nf
and the contribution from the first occurrences of the symbols ai; ai+l> ... , ak-l that lie
between trees is N, +M+1 + Ni+2 + ... + N k - 1• Each a, that is between trees precedes all
contacts of type ;:;;.i in the sequence because an Ai can only contain contacts of type <i.
The remaining contributions to the greater index from {3i'S and a;'s with respect to
contacts of types <i are classified according to the type of contact, and form k - 1
partitions whose largest parts are ";;;;nl> n2, ... ,nk-l' It follows that the greater index of
an Sk.i sequence (with gammas removed) has the generating function
2 2 2 N NqNt+N2+"'+Nk_t+Nj+ i+l+"'+ k-l
in which ni is the number of contacts of type i in the sequence.
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The transformation is uniquely reversible. A sequence Si.k can be obtained from the
k-1 partitions into at most nlo n2, ... , nk-l parts by adding a partition enumerated by
2
qN l/(q)nl to the sequence formed from k -2 partitions into at most n2, n3,' .. , nk-l
parts. This can be done by
(i) first growing each tree at every leaf by changing each Ba to ppaa ;
(ii) change a, to ai+l and Pi to Pi+l;
(iii) then add new leaves, or {3a contacts in accordance with the partition into at most
nl parts. The method of adding new leaves depends on a 0-1 sequence which
can be obtained from a partition.
The 0-1 sequence is formed from the path from south to east along the periphery of
the Ferrers graph of a partition. For example "the partition 6 3 3 2 1 is represented by
the sequence 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 11 1 0 as in Figure 3. A step to the right is indicated by 1 and
• • • • • • 10
1
-
1
- -
1
- -
1
-
• • • °
• • • 1°
• ·I~
·I~
-,-
FIGURE 3
a step upwards is represented by O. The parts of the partition are the number of ones
preceding each zero, and the size of the partition is the inversion number of its 0-1
sequence. To start the construction an S2,2 sequence is formed from the 0-1 sequence
of a partition into at most nk-l parts, i.e. having nk -l zeros, by replacing each 0 by Ba
and each 1 by a1' thus producing a sequence S2,2= «(pa)*a1')* which corresponds to a
partition enumerated by
N 2q k -l
L -.
nk -l"'O (q )nk-l
In general, adding new leaves to the trees inserts Pial into the sequence of
P2, a2, P3, a3, ... , Pk-Iak-lo ak's accordance with the 0-1 sequence. An insertion
between P2 and a2 is done by extending the forest, in the style P2Plal(Plal)a2 rather
than the height of the tree as in (P2PI(Plal)ala2 and inserting after an a in a1' is done
after the 1'.
By this method a sequence
is changed to
5. EVEN MODULI
If the correspondence is applied to partitions whose hook differences lie in the range
-(i - 2):s;; dj:S;; 2k - i - 2 (which will be called C:c.i) then a subset of the Sk.i sequences
called S;'.i will be obtained. The sole change to the recurrence relations is caused by the
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L
"1."2•..•• "11I;-1 ...0
fact that the conjugate of a Clc.k+l partition is a Ck.k-l partition. The productions become:
Sb=aSu
and for 1<i <k
and for i =k
Sk.k =a'YSk.k-l +PSk.k-l'
The corresponding sequences are
Sk.i =AraAr+lal+l ... Af-laft-l(Afaft'YAf-lak-l)*.
If the final ak-l is changed to aft then there is always an even number of ak's between
any two contacts of type k-1, which can only occur within a Aft sequence. It follows
that the parts of the partition into at most nk-l parts are all even.
The corresponding D k.l configurations therefore have the generating function
qN~+N~+"'+N~_l+NI+NI+l+'''+Nk _l
(q)nl(q)n2' •• (q2, q2)nH
where
(a, b)n = (1-a)(1-ab )(1- ab2 ) ••• (1-ab n- l )
in this case the reverse transformation starts y.rith the sequence Sb =«((:Ia)*a'Ya)*.
In both cases the number N, is the number of hooks of the corresponding C partition,
and the number N: +N 2 +... +Ne-« is the number of P's in the S sequence, and the
number of parts in the corresponding B partition.
6. DURFEE DISSEcrION PARTITIONS
Another decomposition of the greater index of a Sk.i sequence is possible which leads
to the Durfee dissection partitions which are formed by re-expressing
nl,n2,···,nk-l
in the form
where
rN] (q)N
1M =(q)M(q)N-M'
This generating function enumerates partitions that are composed by concatenating
i -1 segments of the form «:/(q)n and k - i of the form qn2+n/(q )n, that fit together.
This reformulation was given by Andrews [7], and the partitions will be called Ek.i
partitions.
There is a 1-1 correspondence between theDk.i configurations and the Durfee dissection
partitions, which uses a correspondence between two sequences of specification
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1"12"2· .. (k -1)"k-I, in which the greater index of one is equal to the inversion number
of the other.
Suppose that the parts of the partition into not more than nJ parts are labeled with t.
Merge the parts of the k -1 partitions in a stable manner, Le, so that two equal parts,
one labeled i. and the other with k ~i are arranged with the first above the second. The
greater index of the sequence of labels attached to the sorted partition may be removed
from it to produce a partition enumerated by 1/(Q)Nl'
The generating function of the greater index is the q-multinomial coefficient
The next stage is to use a correspondence of Foata [16] to produce a sequence of
specification 1"12"2· .. (k -1)"k-l whose inversion number is equal to the greater index
of the original sequence. This inversion number may now be divided into components,
or into a set of 0-1 sequences that form the peripheries of partitions. The first partition
is formed by replacing all the 1's by O's, and the numbers greater than 1 by 1'so The
inversion number of the 0-1 sequence is the portion of the inversion number caused by
the 1's in the original sequence, and has the generating function [Z:J. Next, remove
the 1's from the original sequence, change each symbol n to n -1, and repeat the process.
The Ferrers graph of a partition may be produced by concatenating the segments of the
form qN~[~ll The transformation is reversible, and the correspondence is 1-1.
7. A q-GENERALIZATION OF THE RUNYON NUMBERS
The technique of decomposing a greater index of a lattice type permutation by removing
its contacts, or leaves, leads to a q-generalization of an identity of Riordan [23, p. 17]
for Runyon numbers, namely if
then
• (n +s-k)
'n,"-. = ~ rs,k 2 .
k-l S
The generating function for the lesser index of lattice permutations of a "(3" having s a(3
contacts is known to be
= q.l.-l)+"[n][ n]
Rn,. [] 1 .n s s-
A lattice permutation of a"(3" corresponds to a forest with n nodes, and the a(3 contacts
correspond to the leaves. Let us suppose that the forest haS n nodes, and n - s leaves,
and when all the leaves or a(3 contacts are removed a forest with s nodes and k leaves
remains. The contribution to the lesser index caused by the removal of the leaves is a
chain of the form 0, 1, 1,2,2, . . . , n -s -1, n -s through the contacts of value (n _S)2
together with a partition formed from the n - s - k contacts of type 1 and the 2s symbols
corresponding to the non-leaf nodes. The lesser index of the lattice permutation corres-
ponding to a forest with s nodes and k leaves remains, having generating function R..k •
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R = (n-s)2 ~ R [n +s -k]
n,n-s q s: s.k: 2k=l S
1 [n][ n] s qk(k-l)[ S ][s][n+s-k]
[n] s s +1 = k~l~ k -1 k 2s '
Iteration of this recurrence gives the generating function for the lesser indices of lattice
permutations corresponding to forests with ml leaves, and m, i-trees for 2:s;; i e:r as
whereMj =rn,+mi+l+. , .+rn;and, because an i-tree must contain at least one i-I-tree,
m, ;;:. mj+l. If n, =mj - mi+1;;:' 0 then n, is the number of contacts of type i in the lattice
permutation. This is a q-generalization of a result of Kreweras [20,21].
8. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE CORRESPONDENCES
If it is possible to specify a set of partitions as a subset of one of the Bk,T> Ck,,, Dk,r or
Ek,r partitions, or as the greater index of a set of a-(3 sequences, then the restrictions
on the other four sets can sometimes be deduced by using the correspondences. There
are some alternative rearrangements and some systematic changes of (3 to a and a to
ay that can be made which lead to other sets of equinumerous partitions.
8.1. THE GORDON-GOLLNITZ IDENTITIES
The right-hand side of the identity arising from Andrew's generalization [1] of the
Gordon-Gollnitz identities, [9, 17, 19] namely
00 (l_ q4n- z)(I _ q4(n- 1)k+Zi- l )(I _ q4nk- Zi+l )(I _ q4kn)
IT 1 nn=l -q
can be treated in a similar way. The sequences that correspond to the configurations
Ok,j enumerated by the generating function on the right are obtained by doubling each
symbol of a Sk,j sequence except those symbols in (3a contacts, and replacing each Ba
contact by either (3a or (3(3aa. The resulting sequences, say Tk,i are described by the
productions
Tk,1 = aaTk,z, Tk.r=B~aaTk,r+l
or by Tk.i =BfaaBf+laa ... Bt-laa(Btaay)* where B, is now a tree with two types
of leaves
B 1=cP, B z = (3a+(3(3aa and B, = (3((3a +(3(3aa)a +(3(3Br-1B~-laa for r >2.
The decomposition of the greater index proceeds in much the same way as before, but
with the difference that each node of the Ferrers graph is doubled and the chain through
the leaves produces a partition of the form qZN~ (-q l-ZNt, qZ)Nl =qNi (-q, qZ)Nt instead
of the Durfee square. The configuration can be visualized as a square of nodes in which
some hooks are made up of nodes with value 1 and the others have nodes with value
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2. These will be called I-hooks and 2-hooks. In the simplest case of k = 2 the sequences
are T 2•t = aaT2 ,2 , T 2•2 = «(f3a + f3f3aa)*aa'Y)*' The configurations G 2•r whose weight is n
are known to be equinumerous with the partitions of n into parts not congruent to
0, ±2, ±(2r -l)(mod 8),
By changing each aa'Y to a'Ya and using the C interpretation of the operations on a
T2•2 sequence the partition produced has hook differences 0 and -1, and the hooks with
hook differences -1 differ by four or more. It follows that by taking the hooks of this
partition as the parts of another that the T2,2 sequences are in correspondence with
partitions without repetitions or sequences in which the even parts differ by four or
more . Similarly the T 2•1 sequences are in correspondence with the same set except that
the parts are all greater than 2. In general the systematic change of a f3 that is not in a
contact to an a will produce another sequence with the same greater index. Another
way to produce the last set of partitions is to take the B interpretation of the sequences
U 2,t =aaU2 ,2 , U 2•2 = «f3a +af3aa)*aa'Y)*'
In this case the technique has led to a known result. If, however, the B interpretation
of the operations is used then a new result is obtained, namely that both sets are also
equinumerous with the partitions of n without sequences in which odd parts can occur
once or twice but even parts can only appear twice. The partitions that result from the
B interpretation of the symbols in a Tk ,; sequence will be considered later.
A fourth class of equinumerous partitions results from treating T2•2 as a subset of the
S3,3 or S;,3 sequences, and using the correspondence described in Section 4 to prove that
( 2) n 2-q, q nq
( 2 2)q ,q n
N 2+N2q' 2
L (2 2) (2 2) .n,+n2=n q ,q n, q ,q n2
If the hooks of the resulting configuration are taken as the parts of a partition then the
fourth type of equinumerous partitions are: partitions into distinct parts in which the
even parts differ by four or more, and if n is the number of even parts then the smallest
odd part is greater than or equal to 2n +1.
The same effect may be achieved by using a sorting algorithm in which the 2-hooks
are moved to the south-east comer of the Durfee square. Each movement of a I-hook
over a 2-hook produces a 2 associated with the 2-hook, The number of 2's that are
produced by all the movements is twice the inversion number of the sequence of I-hooks
and 2-hooks in the original configuration. The generating function above can therefore
be written as
2 2
qN1+N2 [Nt]L 2 2 •
n,+n2=n (q ,q )n N 2 q2
This configuration can be described as two self-conjugate partitions which are such that
one fits inside the Durfee square of the other. The sequence whose greater index is twice
the inversion number of the L-hooks and 2-hooks is then used to split the partition into
not more than n even parts, into two partitions into not more than n t and n2 even parts.
The rearrangement above is a combinatorial interpretation of the identities
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These identities, together with those produced by changing X2 to x~m or x~m+l can be
used to prove, for example, that
2 n2 N2+N2+N2+NI1 (1+ 2nn: (-q, q )nq _ L q 1 2 3 3
q (q2, q2)n - nhn2.n3~O (q)nl(q)n2(q2, q2)n3
First the 1-hooks and 2-hooks are sorted as above, producing the configuration enumer-
ated by
The addition of a partition into distinct even parts is done by forming a partition with
hook difference 1 from it and then superimposing it upon the configuration. The hooks
which were 1-hooks, but are now 1- and 2-hooks are sorted as above, and the hooks
that were 2-hooks, but are now 2- and 3-hooks are sorted. The resulting configuration
is enumerated by
Next the two partitions into not more than ml odd parts, and the partition into not more
than m2 even parts are merged to form a partition into not more than ml +m2 parts,
and the partition into not more than m3 odd parts is merged with the partition into not
more than m4 even parts. The result is the D ~.3 configuration.
L (q)ml+m2(q)m3+m4(q2, q2)m;
In general the Ok.i configuration may be re-expressed as
2 2 2qM1+M2+,.·+M2k_2+2(M2.+M2.+2+,.o+M2k_2)
L (22) (22)q ,q ml'" q ,q m2k-2
in which m2j-l +m2j = n, for 1 o;;;j 0;;;k-l,
By repeating the argument above, the result of adding a partition into distinct even
parts to a configuration corresponding to a Tk •i sequence is a Dh.2i-l configuration. If
the symbols in a Tk•i sequence are given the B interpretation, the resulting partitions
are B2k-l.2i-l partitions having the further restriction that even parts always occur an
even number of times. This set will be called Bh,2i-l. If such a partition is merged with
a partition into distinct even parts then a B;k.2i-l partition is produced. Conversely, the
removal of one part from each set of even parts that occurs an odd number of times in
a B;k.2i-l partition produces such a partition.
The companion set, namely partitions of B2k-l.2i-l in which the odd parts always
occur an even number of times, which will be called B 2k•2i partitions, produce a B;k.2i
partition when a partition into distinct odd parts is added.
The corresponding 0 configuration is produced by applying a partition into distinct
even parts to the result of changing q to q2 in a D k.i configuration.
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where m 1 is the number of distinct even parts ~2Nl+2 and m2j +m2j+l =nj for 1~ j ~
k ~ 2 and m2k-2 =nk-l' The addition of a partition into distinct odd parts produces a
D;k.2i configuration.
The simplest cases are
and, by changing x to q -2,
The generating functions for the two sets of partitions may be obtained by a modification
of the generating function for Bk•i partitions due to Rogers [22], Selberg [26], Andrews
[4] and Bressoud [10]. Suppose, following Andrews, that
and
Jk,i(a, x, q) =Hk.i(a, xq, q) -axqHk.i-1(a, xq, q).
Andrews has shown that
Jk,i(a, x, q) -h,i-l(a, x, q) = (xq)i-l(Jk,k_i+l(a, xq, q) -Jk.k- i+2(a, xq, q»
and that Jk.i(O, x, q) is the generating function for Bk,i partitions in which the coefficient
of x n is the generating function for those having n parts. Bressoud has shown that
2 (1_ q2kn-i)(1_ q2k(n-l)+i)(1_ q2kn)(-q)ocJ(k-l)/2.i/2(0, 1, q ) =IT (1_ q n)
for 1~ i ~ k and that
Je-irur: (0, x 2, q2) -J(k-l)/2,(i-2)/2(0, X2q2) = (xq )i-2J(k-l)/2.(k-i+l)/2 (0, x 2, q2).
The remaining case is
2 (1_ q2nk-k)2(1_ q2nk)
(-1)ooH(k-l)/2.1/2(0, 1,q )=I1 (1_ qn) .
The generating functions for the two sets of partitions B~k.2k-l and B~k,2i will be defined
as follows
for 1~ i ~ k and
for 1~ i ~ k and
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The generating functions satisfy
B2k,l (x, q) =B2k.2dxq, q),
B2k,2i-l (x, q) - B2k.2i-3 (x, q) = (xq )2i-\1 + xq )B2k.2k-2i+2(xq, q),
B 2k.2(x, q) =B2k.2k-l (xq, q),
B 2k.2i(X, q) - B 2k,2i-2(x, q) = (xq)2i-2B2k.2k_2i+l (xq, q).
The coefficient of x n is, in all cases, the generating function for partitions having n parts,
and the change from x to xq corresponds to adding one to each part. This will change
a partition whose even parts occur an even number of times into one in which the odd
parts occur an even number of times, and vice versa, and will preserve the condition
h + h+l ~ 2k - 2 on the multiplicities of parts. The generating function B2k.2i-l (x, q)-
B2k,2i-3 (x, q) for 1 < i ~ k enumerates partitions of B2k.2i-l having either 2i - 2 or 2i - 3
ones and may be followed by 0, 2, 4, ... , 2k - 2i twos. If the ones are removed and one
subtracted from each part then a B2k.2k-2i+2 partition remains. The set B2k.l has no
ones and has 0,2,4, ... , 2k -2 twos. Removing one from each part leaves a B 2k.2k
partition. Similarly B 2k.2i(X, q) - B2k-2i(X, q) enumerates B 2k,2i partitions having exactly
2i - 2 ones and ~2k - 2i twos.
By setting x = 1
2n e (1_ q4kn-(2i-l»)(1_ q4k(n-l)+2i-l)(1_ q4kn)IT (1 +q )B2k.2i-l (1, q) =IT (1_ qn)
and
(1- 4kn-2i)(1_ 4k(n-l)+2i)(1_ 4kn)
IT (1+q2n-l)B2k.2i(1, q) =IT q (1~qn) q.
Andrews [6] has generalized the results of Gordon and Gollnitz by using the generating
function Jk.i(-q-\ x, q2). He has shown that if A2k.2i-l(n) denotes the set of partitions
of n into parts ~2 (mod 4) and ~O, ±(2i -1) (mod 4k), and if Fk,i(n) denotes the set
of partitions of n for which, if the part j occurs fj times, then [u-: ~ 1, f2j + f2j+l + f2j+2 ~
k -1, and It +f2 ~ i -1 then A2k,2i-l (n) and Fk.i(n) are equinumerous. The argument
above results in the following similar theorem.
THEOREM 1. Let B2k,2i-l (n) denote the set of partitions of n in which f2j =0 (mod 2),
h +h+l ~2k -2, and f; ~2i -2, then A 2k,2i-l(n) and B2k,2i-l (n) are equinumerous.
As an example the sets A 6.5 (8), F3,3(8) and B 6.5 (8) are {8, 42, 431, 41 4, 3212, 31 5 , 18},
{8, 71, 62, 53, 521, 42, 431}, {71, 53, 42,513 , 32e,3221, 24}.
By rearranging the generating function to
e _ (1- q4k'\ (1- q4kn-2i+l )(1_ q4k(n-l)+2i-l)
B 2k,2i-d1,q)-IT 1_q4nJ (1_ q2n 1) ,
it can be seen that another set of partitions that are equinumerous with B2k,2i-l (n) are
those partitions of n whose parts are ~ ±(2i -1) (mod 4k) and whose even parts occur
2j times where O~j~k-1.For example when k=3, i=3, {42, 3212, 3221, 31 5,
24 , 2214 , 18} . By a similar rearrangement
o _ ( 1 ) (1_ q4kn-2i)(1_ q4k(n-l)+2i)(1_ q4kn)
B 2k,2i(1, q) - IT 1_q4n 2 (1_ q2n)
which may be interpreted as follows:
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THEOREM 2. Let A 2k,2i(n) for 1~ i < k denote the set of partitions of n whose parts
ate ~o, ±2i (mod 4k), and each of whose odd parts occurs an even number of times. Let
B2k.2i(n) denote the set of partitions in which h-1 ==°(mod 2), Ii +1i+1 ~ 2k - 2, and
It ~ 2i - 2. Then A 2k,2i(n ) and B 2k.2i(n) are equinumerous.
The case i = k is an exception, for
1 4nk -2~ 1 2k0° -q-qB 2k.2k(1, q) =Il ( 1_q4n 2 C_q2n .
It follows that B2k.2k(n) is equinumerous with the set of partitions of n in which odd
parts can occur 2j times and even parts j times for °~ j ~ k - 1.
The G configurations for 2k may be constructed from those for 2k - 2 by using
k-1 (k- l)n2+(k-iln
h,i(O,X,q)= L x q ( ) Jk_1,i(O, xq2n, q )
n"'O q n
for 1~ i < k and
k-l (k- l)n2
h.k(O, x, q) =L x (:)n h -1.k-1 (0, xq'", q) .
It follows that
(2k- 3)n (2k-3)n2+(2k-2iln( 2)
B e ( ) ~ X q xq, q nBe ( 2n )2k,2i-l x, q =I... (2 2) 2k- 2.2i-1 xq ,qq ,q n
for 1~ i < k and
(2n- 3)n (2k-3)n 2( 2)
e () ~ x q xq, q eB 2k,2k-1 x, q = I... (2 2) B 2k-2,2k-3q ,q n
and
(2k- 3)n (2 k- 3)n2+(2k- 2i- 1)n( 2 2)
B o ( ) ~ x q xq ,q nBO ( 2n )2k,2i x, q = I... (2 2) 2k-2,2i xq ,qq ,q n
for 1~ i < k and
(2k- 3)n (2k- 3)n2+n( 2)
s: ( ) ~ x q x, q nBO (2n)2k,2k x, q =I... (2 2) 2k-2.2k-2 xq ,q.q ,q n
Theorem 2 has a more general expression, and it is possible to characterize the corres-
ponding C partitions in a simple way.
THEOREM 3. The three sets of partitions of n are equinumerous.
(i) Those with parts ~o, ±2i (mod 2k) for 1~ 2i < k and with odd parts occurring an
even number of times.
(ii) B k,2i with odd parts occurring an even number of times, i.e. h-1 ==°(mod 2),
Ii +1i+1 ~ k -2, f1~2i -2.
(iii) C k.2i(n) with only odd hook differences, i.e. 3 - 2i ~ d,~ 2k - 2i - 1.
As before it is possible to remove one odd part from each set 'of odd parts that occur
an odd number of times from a B k,2i partition to produce a partition having its odd parts
occurring an even number of times. The sequence for creating such a partition is an Sk,2i
sequence that has an even number of symbols preceding each {3er contact, When given
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the C interpretation a C k,2i partition is produced with even hooks, or odd hook
differences. The productions for the sequences may be obtained from the production
for Sk,2i by removing the productions that create an odd number of ones, and removing
the productions that create an even number of ones from the definition of an Sk,2i-l
sequence.
By applying a to a T2,2 sequence, two other theorems of Gollnitz can be given another
interpretation, for
n(1 +q2n)(1 +q4n-l) =n(1_ q8n 1)(1_:8n 5)(1_ q8n 6)
q (m, +m2l2+mi+m,+m2
=L (2 2) (2 2) .q ,q m, q ,q m2
The corresponding sequences are aT2,2 =a (aa + Ba + ppaa)* and lead to the three
restrictions on partitions of n into distinct parts which result in equinumerous sets.
(i) Only odd parts of the form 4n -1 occur.
(ii) The odd parts differ by 4 or more, and no part equal to one.
(iii) every odd part 2m -1 is followed by the next even part 2m.
Similarly
2q (m, +m2l2+m2+m,-m2
L (2 2) (2 2)q ,q m, q ,q m2
and the corresponding sequences are denoted by (a +paa)T2 ,2' leading to the three
restrictions on partitions of n into distinct parts that produce equinumerous sets
(i) Only odd parts of the form 4n - 3 can occur.
(ii) The odd parts differ by 4 or more.
(iii) Each odd part 2m -1, except 1, must be followed by the next even part 2m. The
C interpretations of the sequences produce partitions whose hook differences are 0 or
1, and the hooks with difference 0 differ by 4 or more. The sequence aT2,2 has no hook
of size 1.
8.2. SCHUR'S THEOREM
Schur's theorem [25] may be proved by using a similar argument but based upon
n-lines of the triangle of a partition into distinct parts rather than the n-hooks of a
self-conjugate partition, Schur's theorem states that the partitions of an integer n into
distinct parts of the form 3n + 1, 3n +2 are equinumerous with partitions of n whose
parts differ by at least 3, and multiples of 3 differ by at least 6.
Suppose that there are m parts of type 3n + 2. Add the parts of type 3n + 1 less than
3m + 2 to the triangle of threes of the parts of type 3n + 2, and use the remainder to
extend the triangle of threes. The addition produces 6-lines with an associated 3, and
3-lines with an associated 2~ Now use the sequence whose greater index is the inversion
number of the sequence of 3- and 6-lines to split the partition into 2. The resulting
configuration has the generating function
q(3N,(N,-ll/2l+(3N3(N3-1l/2l+N,+N2+N3
(q3, q3)n,(q3, q3)n2(q3, q3)n3
The n3 6-lines are then split and half is added to the associated part. The three partitions
into parts of the form 3n, 3n + 1 and 3n + 2 are merged to form a partition with parts
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differing by at least 3, and multiples of 3 differing by at least 6. The transformation is
reversible and the correspondence is 1-1. An alternative correspondence is given by
Bressoud [13], and the same technique may be used to prove Bressoud's generalization
of Schur's theorem.
8.3. PARTITION IDENTITIES BY SORTING HOOKS
A similar technique of sorting the hooks of partitions with respect to their hook
differences may be used to give combinatorial interpretations to some of Roger's [24]
and Slater's [27,28] identities, and to establish some new identities. A reference to the
nth in the list of Slater's 130 identities [28] will be written 5(n). Sometimes the identities
will be changed by replacing q by -q or q2.
The product
(1_q (4+b ln-4)(1_q(4+bln-b)(1_q (4+bln)
IT (1_ q n)
will be abbreviated to R (a, b).
A partition with n hooks all with difference d has the generating function
qn2+dn
( 2 2)'q ,q n
and the well known identities for d =0 and d =1,5(3),5(7),5(23) are components of
many other identities; they are
and
n 2
R(2,2)=I1(1+ q2n+1)=L( 2q 2) .q ,q n
5(18) is one of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities
n 2 () n 2q -q nq
R (2,3) =L-() =L (2 2)'qn q,q n
The second series implies that the C2•2 partition with hook differences 0 and 1 may be
obtained from a partition into distinct parts with largest part no greater than n and a
self-conjugate partition with n hooks. This may be done by adding the distinct parts
alternately to one side or the other of the Durfee square starting with the smallest distinct
part. The self conjugate partition may be recovered from the C2•2 partition by noting
that the partition into distinct parts is the unequal index I{ildi ¢ d i + 1} of its sequence of
hook differences with a zero added to the end. By a similar argument the generating
function for the partitions whose hook differences are all either 0 or d is
" (_qd, qd) nqn2
s: ( 2 2) .q ,q n
The identity 5(20) may be rearranged to
n 2
R(2, 3) =IT (1+q2n) L ( 4q 4)q ,q n
The final series is the generating function for the result of sorting the hooks by their
hook difference. To be more precise it is the hooks minus the Durfee square that are
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sorted into evens and odds. The hooks with difference 1 are placed outside those with
difference O. Taking the partition whose parts are the hooks of such a configuration gives
the following theorem.
THEOREM 4. The set of partitions of n into distinct parts, which, if it has m odd parts
then all its even parts are ~2m +2, is equinumerous with the partitions of n whose parts
differ by 2 or more.
Sorting the other way produces the identity given by Rogers but missing from Slater's
list, namely
n 2+n
R (2,3) =IT (1 +q2n-1n:(2 2~ ( 2)q ,q n -q, q n
which enumerates the partitions into distinct parts with n even parts and all odd parts
~2n +1, hence the following theorem.
THEOREM 5. The set of partitions into distinct parts which, if a partition has m even
parts, then all its odd parts are ~2m +1, is equinumerous with the partitions of n into parts
that differ by 2 or more.
Rogers' identities 5(16), 5(17) may be obtained in a similar fashion by sorting the
partitions with hook differences 1 and 2.
The sum in the identity formed by changing q to q 2 in 5 (8), i.e.
( 2 2) n(n+l )IT (1 + 2n)(1+ 4n)=L -q ,q nq
q q (q2, q2)n
enumerates partitions whose hook differences are all 1 or 3. By using the sorting argument
of the last section the term in the sum is also equal to the sum
where n2 is the number of distinct even parts taken from (-l, q2)n. By summing over
n2 this becomes
2n~+2n2 2n~+2n2~ q (n2+2 2) IT (1 2n)~ q IT ( 2n)(1 4n)i.. (2 2) -q ,q co = +q i.. (4 4) 1+q +q .
«,«» q,qn2
DISTINCT PARTS. The last series in
n 2
R(2, 4) =IT (1 +qn) =IT (1+q2n) IT (1+q2n-l) =IT (1+q2n) L( 2q 2)
q ,q n
( 2 2) n 2=~ -q ,q nq (_ 2n+2 2)
i.. (2 2) q ,q ccq ,q n
corresponding to the result of sorting a partition with hook differences 0, 1 and 2 so
that the hooks with differences 1 lie outside those with differences 0 and 2, (this grouping
will be written (02, 1». This suggests a second correspondence between partitions into
distinct parts and partitions with hook differences 0 1 and 2.
The Db configurations may be obtained directly from the product
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by adding the parts of the partition into distinct even parts that are not greater than 2n
to the Durfee square, and those greater outside, sorting the 1- and 2-hooks to produce
a configuration with generating function
q (n 1+n2+"3)2+n;+"I+"3
I (2 2) (2 2) (2 2)q , q n, q , q n2 q , q n3
and then merge the two partitions with generating functions q n, / (q 2, q 2)nland 1/(q 2, q 2)n2
to form one with generating function l/(q)n,+n2"
Another series for partitions into distinct parts is disguised in 5(5) and 5(9), namely
n(2n+l)
n(l+qn)=I~) .
q 2n+l
This may be deduced from Sylvester's correspondence [29] between partitions into
distinct parts and partitions into odd parts. A partition into odd parts may be expressed
as a Ferrers graph with 2's at each node, plus a first row of l's. Removing the outermost
hook (i.e. the first row plus half the first column of 2's) leaves the same configuration,
and two successive hooks removed in this way are strictly decreasing in size. The sizes
of the hooks removed in this way make up the partition onto distinct parts. If n is the
size of the Durfee square of the graph of 2's then the partition may be split into an n
by n + 1 rectangle of value n (2n + 1) and two partitions enumerated by 1/(q2, q2)n and
l/(q, q2)n+l. When combined these three pieces form the right-hand side of the identity.
The identity 5(85) namely
n(2n-l)
n(l+qn)=I ........q - -(qhn
may be obtained in a similar way by decomposing with respect to the Durfee square of
the whole configuration of l's and 2's.
The identity 5(28) with -q for q, i.e.
( 2 2) n(n+l)R(l, 5) =Il (1 +q2n-l) I ;q 2' q nq 2
(q , q )n(-q, q )n+l
can be obtained either from a D;,l configuration or by sorting the hooks of a C;.l
partition according to the hook differences (1 3,2). Alternatively, (32, 1) gives
( 2) n2+2nR(l 5) -Il (1 +q2n) '" -q, q q
, I.J (44)'q,q n
missing from Slater's list but given by Andrews [8].
Similarly the identity 5(25), i.e.
( 2) n 2R (3 3) =n(1 + 2n) '" -q, q nq
, q 1.J(44)'q,q n
may be deduced from D;,3 configuration, and the grouping (-11,0) of the hook
differences leads to
( 1 2) n2+n
R(3 3) Il (1 2n-l) '" -, q nq, = +q I.J (2 2) ( 2) .q,q n -q, q n
The identities 5(31), 5(32) and 5(33) may be obtained by introducing an operation
T/ which is applicable to D configurations and to B partitions. When applied to a B
partition it adds 1 to each part, and when applied to a D configuration it extends the
squares Ni+N~+ ... +N~-l by adding N 1 + N 2+ ... + N k-1• The effect of applying T/ 2n
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to a B b partition is to produce a partition into distinct parts greater than 2n. The effect
of applying T/2n to a Db configuration is to extend both sides of its square, leaving an
empty square that can be filled with a partition enumerated by q2n2/(q2, q2)n.The result
after merging the odd and even hooks opposite the 2~hooks is a D 3•3 configuration. More
formally
The n in the identity 5(33), i.e.
2n2
R(3,4)=n(1+qnn:( 2 ~) ( ) ,q,q n -q 2n
is the number of even parts in the partition into not more than n2 parts of the D 3•3
configuration. The companion identities 5(31) and 5(32) can be proved in a similar way.
The same technique may be used to prove 5(38) and 5(39) in which q is changed to
-q. For
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